DESERT   TRAVELLING
muleteer said it was  quite  out  of the question to
stay where we were, as there was no water for the
animals, and the hills with which we were surrounded
were known to be full of robbers.    So we wandered
on and on and on, listening in vain for some sound
of habitation and hearing none, longing even to hear
the joyful sound of the barking of dogs or croaking
of frogs, telling of life and water ; but our longings
were not to be realised that night.    At last, about
ten o'clock, we said we could not possibly go any
further;   so, amidst much  discontent and fear  on
the part of the men, we dismounted and declared
our intention of staying where we were till dawn.
The animals were all tethered, and we all sat round
in a circle, s'o that if the robbers came we should be
able to show a good front.    The men appeared to
be quite frightened,  and declared they would not
sleep, but each  would take his turn at watching.
We were too  sleepy   to   care much whether the
robbers   came   or not,  so   wrapping   ourselves   in
blankets we were soon fast asleep.    Awaking about
half-an-hour   later,  I  looked   out to see how the
" watchers " were getting on, and saw that they were
all fast asleep,  covered up  in their  abas or long
cloaks.    I soon followed their  example and  slept
till morning, no robbers having come in the night
to disturb our slumbers.    We discovered that we
had wandered a good distance out of our way, but
found the right path soon after nine  o'clock, and
very thankful we all were to obtain water to drink
—the animals more so than any of us, perhaps.
Travelling in the desert is very pleasant if the
stage is not a very long one.    To start about sun-
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